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Since 1979, the National Statistics Office (NSO) has been conducting the Input-Output Survey of Philippine 
Business and Industry (IOSPBI), which is the main source of information for the input structure and output 
distribution of industries for the development of the Input-Output (I-O) Table. The I-O Table in turn provides 
planners and policy makers the basis for a more in-depth analysis of the economy towards a more effective 
and specific translation of economic development plans and programs. The I-O Table presents a more 
disaggregated structure of the economy, providing a detailed description of the process of production and 
the use of goods and services (as products) as well as the income generated by production. 
 
The IOSPBI is generally aimed at producing detailed data on revenue, cost and inventories of businesses 
and industries belonging to the formal sector of the country’s economy. 
 
In September 2013, the National Statistics Office (NSO) began distributing the 2012 IOSPBI questionnaires, 
covering around 15,000 establishments nationwide which are engaged in the following activities defined in 
the 2009 Philippine Standard Industrial Classification (PSIC): 
  Agriculture, forestry and fishing;  Mining and quarrying;  Manufacturing;  Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply;  Water supply, sewerage, waste management and remediation activities;  Construction;  Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles;  Transportation and storage;  Accommodation and food service activities  Information and communication;  Financial and insurance activities;  Real estate activities;  Professional, scientific and technical services;  Administrative and support service activities;  Education;  Human health and social work activities;  Arts, entertainment and recreation; and  Other service activities 
 
The results of the survey by industries will be released from July to August 2014. 
 
The 2012 IOSPBI passed through the Statistical Survey Review and Clearance System (SSRCS) and was 
granted clearance by the National Statistical Coordination Board (NSCB) on 12 August 2013. The SSRCS is a 
mechanism implemented by virtue of NSCB Resolution No. 4 (series of 1988), “Clearance of Statistical 
Survey Forms/Questionnaires”, with the goal of ensuring that statistics generated from censuses and 
surveys conducted or sponsored by government agencies are reliable and accurate and conform with 
standard definitions, concepts and classifications. 
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